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If you’ve spent any amount of time on the slopes or trails the past few seasons, chances
are you’ve seen someone sporting an Osprey pack. There is good reason for Osprey’s
growing popularity amongst us outdoors folks: function, style and innovation are built
into every bag they sell. New to the lineup for 2011 is the super light Hornet series:
three packs made for those of you looking to go lightweight without sacrificing
performance.
The Osprey Hornet 32 weighs in at 1.25 pounds- super light indeed. This top loading
pack features one large main compartment, two mesh side pockets with compression
straps and a front stretch mesh pocket. The floating lid has a zippered storage area and
a zippered mesh pocket on the underside. The pack also features gel pockets on the
shoulder straps and two hip belt pockets that will fit anything from energy bars to point
and shoot cameras. Osprey used 70D Triple Ripstop Nylon material to construct the bag,
and while it is lightweight, it is also burly enough to stand up to a normal backcountry
beating.
I took this Osprey backpack everywhere: canyoneering excursions in the desert, peak
bagging in the mountains and as my every day bag for work and road trips. In the
desert the performance was great. The venting in the back panel kept me cool even
when hiking slick rock trails in 90-degree heat. When bridging and stemming in slot
canyons the pack was barely noticeable, despite having a full day worth of gear stowed
in it. During mountain summit season, the Hornet delivered again, comfortably carrying
everything I needed for a long day on the trail. When it comes to capacity, this bag
shines. Check out the list: a bladder, sleeping pad and bag, small food sack (breakfast
and snacks), dehydrated dinner, cooking cup, stove, fuel, rain jacket, first aid kit,
survival bag (matches, compass, headlamp, knife, and water tablets), water purifier,
pack towel and journal all fit into the bag with room to spare.
If it’s a super light day hiking bag you want, then the Hornet 32 is a good bet. Big
enough to fit serious loads and comfortable no matter what you carry in it, this sack is
what you would expect from a company that is fast becoming the rage in the outdoors.
The series also includes the Hornet 24 (a more traditional day bag without the top lid)
and the Hornet 46 (perfect for super light overnights or day hikes that
demand tons of gear), so no matter what your pursuits, Osprey has
your back in style.

